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Abstract: The result of a simple oating-point computation can be in great error, even

though no error is signaled, no coding mistakes are in the program, and the computer
hardware is functioning correctly. This paper proposes a set of instructions appropriate
for a general purpose microprocessor that can be used to improve the credibility and
accuracy of numerical computations. Such instructions provide direct hardware support for monitoring events which may threaten computational integrity, implementing
oating-point data types of arbitrary precision, and repeating calculations with greater
precision. These useful features are obtained by the ecient implementation of high
radix on-line arithmetic. The prevalence of super-scalar and VLIW processors makes
this approach especially attractive.
Key Words: High-radix, on-line arithmetic, precision, accurate, reliable, credible,
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1 Introduction
One of the principle problems of numerical analysis is to determine how
accurate the results of certain numerical methods will be. A \credibilitygap" problem is involved here: we don't know how much of the computer's
answers to believe.

- Donald Knuth [Knuth 81]
For a program to be credible, the results it produces must not be misleading. Hence, a program that always returns the value `indeterminate' is credible;
although it is not accurate. It is highly desirable to de ne an arithmetic that
can be used to develop credible and accurate programs, and then to support the
arithmetic in hardware so that it can be fast and ecient.
The most common approach to the credibility/accuracy problem has been the
\use lots of bits" approach. For example, IEEE std. 754 [IEEE 85] implementations often have 64 bit data paths. Although it is unlikely that so much precision
is needed at any step in a program, in the rare case that it is needed the precision
is available. Still, an IEEE std. 754 conformant program can produce results
that are completely inaccurate without warning [Lynch and Swartzlander 92,
Bohlender 90].
The IEEE std. 754 rounding speci cations facilitate a credible interval arithmetic [Moore 66, Nickel 85, Alefeld 83]. Accordingly, upper and lower bounds of
intervals which contain the true results are calculated. This, however, does not
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guarantee accuracy, since interval boundaries may diverge due to accumulated
numerical errors and pessimistic assumptions.
Several software approaches have been developed to produce credible and
accurate arithmetic. Some special computer languages such as [Cohen et al. 83,
Klatte et al. 92] give the programmer control over precision and cancelation.
LeLisp is based on on continued fractions [Vuillemin 90], while the program described in [Boehm et al. 86] is based on a form of on-line arithmetic.
In [Wiedmer 80], a method is described by which abstract symbolic manipulations can be used to exactly manipulate values which have in nite representations in conventional form. In [Schwartz 89], a C++ library is presented which
allows results to be evaluated to arbitrary precision. Numbers are represented
in two parts: a data value, which corresponds to the already known bits of the
number, and an expression. When more bits are required, the expression is manipulated to generated the required bits.
A common component of many credible and accurate programs is variableprecision arithmetic. The reason for this is discussed in [Section 2]. Based on
this observation, G. Bohlender, W. Walter, P. Kornerup, and D. W. Matula,
argue that certain hardware hooks should be added to microprocessors in order
to make variable-precision arithmetic more ecient [Bohlender et al. 91]. We
take this a step further, and describe a set of microprocessor instructions which
implement high radix on-line arithmetic. These instructions can be implemented
by simple extensions to conventional microprocessor architectures, and they are
well suited for very long instruction word (VLIW) and super-scalar techniques.
On-line arithmetic performs operations serially most signi cant digit rst
[Ercegovac 84, Ercegovac 91, Irwin and Owens 87, Muller 94],
[Duprat and Muller 93, Bajard et. al 94]. This is possible because of the redundancy in the underlying signed digit representation. On-line operations conceptually operate on arbitrarily long digit streams, and as a consequence changing
or mixing precisions is straight forward. Most signi cant digit rst variableprecision techniques were successfully used on the AMD K5(tm) microprocessor
for implementing accurate transcendental functions on a processor with a narrow
data path [Lynch et al. 95].
This paper presents an ecient method for performing credible and accurate
computation through the use of high radix on-line arithmetic. The relationship
between credible, accurate arithmetic and variable-precision arithmetic is discussed in [Section 2]. [Section 3] discusses our method for performing high radix
on-line arithmetic using sequences of three operand microprocessor instructions.
Hardware designs for a signi cand adder unit and signi cand multiplier unit are
discussed in [Section 4] and [Section 5], respectively. High radix on-line oatingpoint algorithms are discussed in [Section 6], followed by conclusions in [Section
7]. This paper is an extended version of the research presented in [Lynch 95].

2 Range Expansion and Error
The goal of this section is to establish the relationship between credible, accurate
arithmetic and variable-precision calculations. We start by quantifying the limitations of conventional oating-point representations as a function of precision.
We then show how these representation limitations interact with the behavior
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of accurate computer approximations. We conclude the section with an example
of how relative error can be controlled by using variable-precision arithmetic.
The distance between neighboring representable values around the point x
in a conventional binary oating-point system is:
(x; p) = 2blog2 jxjc,(p,1)
(1)
where p is the precision of oating-point numbers in the system. This function
bounds the minimum worst case error that may be introduced by a computer
approximation of any continuous function with a range that spans at least two
representable values. If the rounding mode is round-to-nearest, then the worst
case absolute representation error in a neighborhood around x is:
1 (x; p)
(2)
2
and the worst case relative error is:
1 (x; p)=x
(3)
2
The distance between neighboring result values of a perfect computer approximation of a continuous function, f, around a point x is closely described
as:
(f; x; pin) = (x; pin) df(x)
(4)
dx
where pin is the input precision. The distance between representable result values
with a precision of pout around f(x) is (f(x); pout ). The ratio of (f; x; pin) to
(f(x); pout) is:
(f; x; pin)
(f; x; pin; pout ) = (f(x);
(5)
p )
out

This ratio is a measure of how well round-to-nearest of f(x) maps continuous
values of x into a oating-point representation of precision pout without considering the e ects of approximation error. We call this ratio the range expansion
because when this ratio is greater than one (or 1/2 at exponent boundaries), all
values belonging to the oating-point representation of precision pout cannot be
produced by f(x). Many representable values fall in between neighboring output
values and hence there is ambiguity in determining the correct output value.
This point is illustrated further in [Figure 1]. This gure shows that for a
perfect approximation of ex ; ex 2 [1000:000; 1111:111], where pin = 7 and pout =
7, there are multiple representable values between possible output values. In this
example, the function was rounded to nearest as though it had been calculated
to in nite precision, yet input representation error, which is guaranteed to be
present, causes a worst case error of 7 ulps on the output. If equation (5) had
been applied to this example to force a small range expansion by raising the
input precision, this e ect would not occur, as there would not be multiple
representable values between output values.
By de nition, a credible and accurate computer approximation has a guaranteed output accuracy. The output precision can be set from the output accuracy
since it is not helpful for the distance between produced values to be much
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output values
representable
(input assumed exact)
values

indeterminacy
~7ulps

1111.111

nearest(f(x))

1100.000

1000.000

Figure 1: Range Expansion of x With a 7 Bit Precise Input
e

smaller than the dominate output error. By using equation (5), this output precision implies an input precision, which implies an input precision for the next
operation back, etc. When precision is set in this way, the accumulation of small
rounding errors occur at the end of the word, and therefore are of the order of
the representation error, (x; p). This suggests that error propagates into the
values like carries from the bottom of the word, at a rate of O(log(m)), where
m is the number of oating-point operations.
[Figure 2] shows the range expansion for the function z , 1 for z 2 [1+2,15; 2].
The plot on the left shows a worst case factor of 215 more distance between result
neighbors than between representable neighbors. The
plot on the right shows
that the factor can be reduced to a worst case of 21 by adding 16 more bits to
the input precision.
The technique of using variable-precision arithmetic to reduce error is illustrated further by coding the function
p 1
(6)
f(z) = pzz +
,1
in both xed precision and variable-precision arithmetics. A supplemented version of the language \Mathematica" [Wolfram 91] is used for coding this example. The code segment on the left is a 16 bit xed precision implementation. The
code on the right is a variable precision version with a range expansion of at
most one half for each operation. The function round rounds the rst operand to
nearest using the precision speci ed by the second operand. The accuracy goal
for this transformation is a relative error of 2,12. Its domain is z 2 [1 + 2,15; 2].
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Figure 2: Range Expansion of , 1 for 2 [1 + 2,15 2]
z

f_fixed[z_] := Module[ {},
zp = round[z,16];
zsq = round[Sqrt[zp], 16];
n = round[zsq + 1, 16];
d = round[zsq - 1, 16];
nsd = round[ n/d, 16];
Return [nsd]
]

z

;

f_variable[z_] := Module[ {},
zp = round[z,31];
zsq = round[Sqrt[zp], 32];
n = round[zsq + 1, 16];
d = round[zsq - 1, 16];
nsd = round[ n/d, 14];
Return [nsd]
]

In the variable precision code, an output precision of 14 gives two guard
bits for roundo error accumulation. The numerator and denominator sums are
computed to an output precision of 16 bits to minimize the roundo error accumulated in the subsequent divide, and to make up for the small input alignment
shifts in the add. The square root is performed with an output precision of 32
bits so that the input precision to the subsequent zsq , 1 will be sucient to
ensure a range expansion of at most one half. The input precision to the square
root is set to 31 bits to give a satisfactory range expansion.
Here are the results of evaluating each of these code segments for the input
value 3072=3071. Values are given in hexadecimal.
z = 1.0015571c97b74f469b3: : :
(7)
f(z) = 2 d. faaa71c42: : :
(8)
f xed precision (z) = 3334.0
(9)
finterval(z) = [2aab.4; 4001.8]
(10)
(11)
fvariable precision (z) = 2 e.0
The xed precision result has only one signi cant bit. The interval result (16
bit calculation) has less than one signi cant bit, but it does contain the exact
result. Only the variable-precision code produces a result with a small relative
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error. [Figure 3] shows scatter plots of the relative error in the xed precision and
variable-precision code. The variable-precision code has an even relative error,
bounded by about 2,13. The xed precision code has unbounded error, which
becomes large as z approaches 1.
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3 High Radix On-line Arithmetic
In [Bohlender et al. 91], G. Bohlender, W. Walter, P. Kornerup, and D. W. Matula suggest hardware features which make variable-precision arithmetic easier to
implement. They suggest that adders should return the rounded sum and the
bits shifted o during alignment, that multipliers should return the upper and
lower bits of the product, and that dividers should return the quotient and the
remainder. The instruction speci cations for add, subtract, multiply, and divide
using this technique are:
add
sub
mul
div

c,d
c,d
c,d
c,d

;
;
;
;

a,b
a,b
a,b
a,b

where a and b are source registers and c and d are destination registers.
There are two main disadvantages of implementing these instructions on
a general purpose microprocessor. First, most microprocessors' instruction sets
allow at most three operands and would be unable to support these four operand
instructions. Second, the internal control of most microprocessors works on the
principal of one destination operand per instruction, while these instructions
each have two.
To overcome these disadvantages, we propose the use of a high radix online arithmetic. The high radix on-line arithmetic is implemented as a sequence
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of three operand instructions, with two source operands and one destination
operand. These instructions require no extraordinary timing, instruction formats, or decoding. Hence they are sucient primitives for implementing an efcient variable-precision arithmetic congruent with modern architectures. They
have the added advantage of being simpler to implement than their conventional xed-precision, oating-point counter-parts. The sets of instructions for
implementing high radix on-line addition and multiplication are:
add_init
add_extend
add_complete

spill, a_0, b_0
y_{i-1}, a_i, b_i
y_n, null, null

mul_init
mul_extend
mul_complete

null, a_0, b_0
y_{i-1}, a_i, b_i
y_n, null, null

Sequences of these instructions are combined to perform high radix on-line
arithmetic. For example, the instruction sequences for implementing four digit
high radix on-line addition and multiplication are:
add_init
spill, a_0, b_0
add_extend
y_0, a_1, b_1
add_extend
y_1, a_2, b_2
add_extend
y_2, a_3, b_3
add_complete
y_3, null, null
mult_init
mult_init
mult_extend
mult_extend
mult_complete
mult_complete

null, a_0, b_0
null, a_1, b_1
y_0, a_2, b_2
y_1, a_3, b_3
y_2, null, null
y_3, null, null

An n digit plus n digit high radix on-line addition consists of one add init instruction, n , 1 add extend instructions, and one add complete instruction. An
n digit by n digit high radix on-line multiplication consists of two mult init instructions, n , 2 mult extend instructions, and two mult complete instructions.
For these instructions, each digit is a machine word. Machine integers work naturally as signed digits, and they are supported directly in the processor's data
paths, caches, memory busses, etc. Each instruction executes in one machine
cycle until the execution unit runs out of some resource such as multiplier width
or operand register width, as discussed later.
Since high radix on-line arithmetic produces results most signi cant digit
rst, separate code segments may be pipelined. For example, it is not necessary
to wait for a series of digit adds to complete before starting a subsequent series
of digit multiplies. This can be used to speed up operations on a super-scalar
processor where multiple execution units are available simultaneously. In a superscalar design, implementing a number of small units has advantages over using
one large unit, because the small units t in the integer data path, do not limit
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clock periods, and can also be used for integer instructions. For example, a 64
by 64 bit multiplier may only be partially utilized by programs that perform
32 bit arithmetic, and such programs may even stall for lack of multiplication
resources. On the other hand four 32 by 32 bit multipliers require approximately
the same total die area, but can be better utilized.
According to this method a oating-point number x is represented as a string
of nx + 1 signed integers (ex ; x0; x1; : : :; xnx,1), where ex is the exponent of x
and xi is the ith signi cand digit. The value of x is:
x=

X, x  r ,

nx 1

i

ex i

i=0

where r is the radix of the number system. If each digit is a k-bit signed integer,
then r = 2k,1. Increasing nx increases the precision of x, which allows variableprecision computations to be performed. Integer arithmetic can be eciently
performed as single-digit operations on the same hardware.
A signed-digit, oating-point number can have multiple representations. For
example, if the digits are decimal, the number 1024 can be represented as
x = (3; 1; 0; 2; 4) or equivalently x = (3; 1; 1; ,8; 4). Conversion from signed-digit
notation to conventional notation is accomplished by subtracting the negative
digits from the non-negative digits, as shown below.
(1, 1, 0, 4)
- (0, 0, 8, 0)
--------------(1, 0, 2, 4)

4 Adder Signi cand Unit
The functionality of the adder signi cand unit is described here using C++
classes. These classes can be viewed as hardware behavior models. The declaration for the adder signi cand unit is:
class adder{
public: //three instructions
int initial( int a, int b);
int extend( int a, int b);
int complete();
protected:
int keepsum;
};

Each of the C++ class methods performs the same function that a hardware unit
would perform if it received an analogous instruction. For example, calling the
method initial with two values, a and b is analogous to sending the instruction
opcode for add init along with the values a and b on the operand busses to the
adder signi cand unit.
With the proposed method, all digits are streamed through the same functional unit. The signed digit adder carries the sums to the right instead of propagating carries to the left. The sum carried to the right is called keepsum in the
code. This sum is stored in a register in the add unit.
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In the case of a VLIW machine, it is easy to stream instructions through
a speci c unit, since the instruction sequences may be placed into the correct
unit's decode slot. However, for a super-scalar microprocessor there is a problem
since the usual dependency checking hardware will not see dependencies between
related initial, extend, and complete instructions. A solution to this problem is
to code related initial, extend, and complete instructions consecutively in the
instruction stream and have the decode unit treat them specially by placing
them in an instruction queue in front of the appropriate execution unit.
The initial instruction resets the unit's state in preparation for a new sequence of digits. It sets keepsum to zero, calculates the most signi cant sum
digit, and returns the value of spill. The value of spill is zero, unless the most
signi cant sum digit produces a carry. Carry from the most signi cant digit is
a special condition, since the exponent calculation is a ected. This event should
be fairly rare, since the likelihood of carry when adding full word integers is low.
int adder::initial( int a, int b ){ //on-line delay of one
int spill;
keepsum = 0;
return spill = extend(a, b);
}

The extend instruction outputs a new sum digit by adding a new transfer
digit t to the keepsum calculated in the previous iteration. It also calculates a
new keepsum digit to be used in the next iteration.
int adder::extend( int a, int b ){
long long dig_sum;
// this is larger than int
int adj_sum;
int t;
int sum;
int result_sum;

}

dig_sum = (long long)a + (long long)b;//add two digits
if( dig_sum >= DIG_MAX ){
//check for carry
t = 1;
adj_sum = dig_sum - DIG_MAX - 1l; //may go negative
}else
if( dig_sum <= -DIG_MAX ){
//check for borrow
t = -1;
adj_sum = dig_sum + DIG_MAX + 1l; //may go positive
}else{
t = 0;
adj_sum = dig_sum;
}
result_sum = keepsum + t;
keepsum = adj_sum;
return result_sum;

The last sum digit is returned directly by issuing an add complete instruction.
int adder::complete(){
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}

return keepsum;

5 Multiplier Signi cand Unit
The interface to the multiplier signi cand unit is similar to the interface to the
adder signi cand unit. The multiplier state consists of two operand registers, a
partial product accumulator, and a digit counter which points into the operand
registers. The class de nition for the multiplier signi cand unit is shown below.
class mul{
public:
void initial( int a, int b);
int extend( int a, int b);
int complete();
protected:
word Xi,Yi; //operand registers:
word running_product; // a partial product accumulator
int i; // digit counter
};

The used portion of the two operand registers increases as new digits are
introduced. This places a limitation on the number of digits that can be multiplied. When the internal state is saturated, a program can scan out the internal
partial remainder value by issuing mult complete instructions. This value can
then be used to extend the operation.
In order to support internal state manipulations in the multiplier, we introduced maximum word length operations for addition, shifting, and word by digit
multiplication. The C++ de nition for the word class is given below.
class word {
public:
word( char * d0, ...);
word();
word(int);
~word();
void print();
int & operator[] (unsigned int index);
word simplify();
word operator-();
word operator+( word b);
word operator-( word b);
word operator>>( int count );
word operator<<( int count );
word word_by_digit( int digit );
protected:
int digit[DIGS]; // DIGS is the register width
};
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The algorithm we use is basically that presented by Trivedi and Ercegovac
[Trivedi and Ercegovac 75]. The introduction of new operand digits at each step
results in a new row and a new column in the partial product matrix. Carries created by this addition of new rows and columns are limited in duration,
and so it is possible to return the leading partial product digit after two new
row/column sums are added. The rows and columns are produced with digit by
word multiplies. In high radix on-line arithmetic a digit by digit multiplier, or
perhaps a digit by a few digits multiplier will be the largest practical unit, so
the digit by word operation will become slower as the number of operand digits
becomes larger. This causes the result digit latencies to grow as the number of
input operands becomes larger.
The initial instruction sets the digit counter, i, to zero and computes the
most signi cant partial product digit. The result busses are not driven, since
this digit may need to be adjusted in the next iteration.
void mul::initial( int xx, int yy){ //on-line delay of two,
i = 0;
extend( xx, yy);
}

The extend instruction produces a new product digit. Initially, it computes
a new row and column of the matrix by multiplying the new digit of x by the
previous digits of y and the new digit of y by the previous digits of x. The new
row and column are added to the running partial product and the leading digit
of the running partial product is returned.
int mul::extend( int xx, int yy){
// overflowed our state?
if( i >= DIGS ){
fprintf(stderr,"digit overflow\n");
abort();
}
// shift the new digits into the operand registers
Yi[i+1] = yy; // Yi is real state
word Xim1;
Xim1 = Xi; // Xi is real state
Xi[i+1] = xx;
// add in the new row and the new column to the matrix
word
trap_row =
Yi.word_by_digit(xx);
word
trap_col = Xim1.word_by_digit(yy);
word partial_product = add_nr(trap_row, trap_col);
running_product = add_nr(running_product, partial_product);
// extract leading digit of the running product
word S = add_nr( abs_word(running_product) , half);
int dj = sign(running_product) * S[0];
// add cancels the lead digit
running_product = add_nr(running_product, -dj);
running_product = running_product << 1;// walks to the left
i++;
return dj;
}
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Two mult complete instructions are used to return the last two product digits.
int mul::complete(){
return extend(0,0);
}

6 Floating-point Algorithms
The high radix on-line oating-point algorithms presented in this paper are similar to those given in [Watanuki and Ercegovac 81]. However, these operations
have been partitioned into microprocessor instruction sequences. Over ow or
cancelation from the leading digit should be fairly rare, because of the large
radix. Hence, the exponent and signi cand operations are somewhat independent. The programmer speci es the steps in the operation explicitly. The following shows the assembly code for a ve digit oating-point multiply. The jnz
instruction should be coded so that it is predicted to be taken by the branch
prediction unit. When the branch is found to be not taken, the processor will
delete the speculative state. The jnz instruction is placed at the end of the sequence so that the decoder gets the multiply instructions to the multiplier as
soon as possible. It could be moved up a little to ll delay slots caused by the
multiplier getting slower with the introduction of operand digits.

add
exp_y, exp_a, exp_b // may get ov trap
mult_init
null,
a_0,
b_0 // perform multiply
mult_init
null,
a_1,
b_1
mult_extend
y_0,
a_2,
b_2
mult_extend
y_1,
a_3,
b_3
mult_extend
y_2,
a_4,
b_4
mult_complete
y_3,
null, null
mult_complete
y_4,
null, null
mult_test
norm, y_0, null // test for normalized result
jnz
done, norm, null
// add program personality here;
done: exit

The program personality code is seldom executed, since it is only looking
for three out of 2k cases, where k is the number of bits per integer. This is
a bene t of using a high radix. Hence, we can normally ignore the exponent
adjustment, and performance does not su er. No additional hardware structures
beyond those needed for the signi cand unit are required for performing high
radix on-line oating-point multiply.
For addition, the operand alignment step does not require a real shifter, since
the operand with the smaller exponent is simply delayed. We decided to perform
the exponent subtract and the operand delay inside the signi cand adder unit.
Otherwise oating-point addition code sequences require the declaration of an
index variable, and the use of an if block and while loop. This decision causes
the need for an operand register in the unit. The operand register width grows
with alignment delay as operand digits are introduced. Operand length limits
are already caused by the operand registers in the multiplier, so this situation
is tolerable in the adder. The proposed assembly code for a four digit on-line
addition is shown below.
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add_exponent exp_y, exp_a, exp_b
add_init
spill,
a_0,
b_0
add_extend
y_0,
a_1,
b_1
add_extend
y_1,
a_2,
b_2
add_extend
y_2,
a_3,
b_3
add_complete
y_3, null, null
add_test
spc, y_0, spill // test for special cases
jnz
done, spc, null
// add program personality here;
done: exit

The add exponent and the add init instruction can be executed in parallel
in single cycle. Each add extend instruction the requires another cycle. Finally
the add test instruction does not e ect performance since it is done after the
add is complete { unless the normalization or carry test fails. In which case the
x-up code must be executed. Hence, in the usual case there is an online delay
of one cycle followed by one cycle to calculate each digit, for a total of 5 cycles
for this add. The adder unit is unavailable for an additional cycle which the test
is being performed.
The additional area requirements over that needed for an integer unit is
modest. The operand registers and the instruction queue are the largest items.
Also these units will t in an integer data path (unlike most conventional oatingpoint units). The hardware for the on-line oating-point multiplier unit is:
1. two word width operand registers
2. a word width partial product register
3. a digit counter
4. a digit by word multiplier
5. a word width adder
6. an instruction queue
The hardware needed for the on-line oating-point adder is:
1. a word width operand register
2. a digit width register
3. a digit width adder
4. an instruction queue
The instructions presented can be used to implement various data types
by lling in the personality sections, and by varying the number of extend instructions. For example, arbitrary width oating-point data types can be easily
generated by the compiler by varying the number of extend instructions generated for each type. Language support is as simple as passing a parameter into
the type declaration. In C one might imagine a statement such as:
rbfloat x(3), y(4);

which declares two high radix on line oating-point variables x and y with signi cand lengths of 3 words and 4 words, respectively.
When performing addition or multiplication, there may be need for normalization, as can be determined by looking at the most signi cant digit. If
normalization is needed, there are a variety of options. The simplest (other than
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doing nothing) is to adjust the exponent, and then shift the signi cand digits to
the left. The action taken depends on the program's requirements.
We believe that these instructions can also be used with backtracking to produce guaranteed precision results as described by Boehm, et al. [Boehm et al. 86].
When cancelation occurs, the personality section would trigger the lazy evaluation of previous operations to ll in the lost signi cance.

7 Conclusions
The propagation of numerical errors can ameliorated by limiting the disparity
between a) the distance between values produced by an operation, and b) the
distance between possible representable values. Also, this disparity, range expansion, can be controlled through the use of variable precision, multi-precision,
arithmetic.
Such an arithmetic is high radix online arithmetic. This variation of online
arithmetic di ers in that the radix is set so that digits are machine integers, and
operations are executed on a programmed microprocessor instead of on dedicated
hardware.
The proposed high radix on-line execution units have many advantages over
conventional oating point execution units: they requires less area than the conventional oating-point hardware; they can perform integer operations; they t
into an integer data path; and they can be used to eciently implement accurate
and credible oating point arithmetic.
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